Economics (E), Business Economics (BE), Political Economy & Government (PEG)

Akhtari, Mitra (E)
JMP: “Political Turnover, Bureaucratic Turnover, and the Quality of Public Services”
Fields: Labor Economics, Public Finance, Political Economy, Development Economics
Advisors: Larry Katz, Alberto Alesina, Nathan Nunn, Nathan Hendren

Cho, Thummim (E)
JMP: “Turning Alphas into Betas: Arbitrage and Endogenous Risk”
Advisors: John Campbell, Jeremy Stein, Sam Hanson, Adi Sunderam

Clark, Aubrey (E)
JMP: “Contracts for Information Acquisition”
Fields: Game Theory, Contract Theory, Market Design, Decision Theory
Advisors: Eric Maskin, Oliver Hart, Mihai Manea

Diamond, William (BE)
JMP: “Safety Transformation and the Structure of the Financial System”
Fields: Financial Economics, Macroeconomics, Econometrics
Advisors: Jeremy Stein, David Scharfstein, Sam Hanson, Adi Sunderam

Huang, Wei (E)
JMP: “Economic Conditions and Mortality: Evidence from 200 Years of Data”
Fields: Public Economics, Labor Economics, Health Economics
Advisors: David Cutler, Richard Freeman, Edward Glaeser, Adriana Lleras-Muney

Jaravel, Xavier (BE)
JMP: “The Unequal Gains from Product Innovations: Evidence from the US Retail Sector”
Fields: Labor Economics, Public Economics, Economics of Innovation, Macroeconomics
Advisors: Larry Katz, Raj Chetty, Philippe Aghion, Josh Lerner, Ed Glaeser

Kaufman, Marc (E)
JMP: “Projection Bias in Effort Choices”
Fields: Psychology and Economics, Microeconomic Theory, Economics of Education
Advisors: Matthew Rabin, David Laibson, Gautam Rao

Laird, Jessica (E)
Fields: Labor Economics, Public Economics, Health Economics
Advisors: Larry Katz, Nathan Hendren, Raj Chetty, David Cutler

Lashkari, Danial (PEG)
JMP: “Innovation, Knowledge Diffusion, and Selection”
Advisors: Marc Melitz, Pol Antras, Elhanan Helpman
Li, Jing (E)
JMP: “Compatibility and Investment in the US Electric Vehicle Market”
Fields: Industrial Organization, Environmental Economics
Advisors: Ariel Pakes, Robin Lee, Elie Tamer, Jim Stock, Christopher Knittel

Lowes, Sara (PEG)
JMP: “Kinship Systems, Gender Norms, and Household Bargaining: Evidence from the Matrilineal Belt”
Fields: Development Economics, Political Economics, Economic History
Advisors: Nathan Nunn, Alberto Alesina, Claudia Goldin, James Robinson

Moreira, Diana (BE)
JMP: “Recognizing Merit: How Awards Affect Student Performance in Brazil”
Fields: Labor Economics, Development Economics, Public Economics
Advisors: Larry Katz, Roland Fryer, Ed Glaeser, Gautam Rao

Noel, Pascal (E)
JMP: “The Effect of Debt on Default and Consumption: Evidence from Housing Policy in the Great Recession”
Fields: Household Finance, Public Economics, Real Estate, Macroeconomics
Advisors: John Campbell, Ed Glaeser, Jeremy Stein, Raj Chetty

Park, Jisung (E)
JMP: “Heat Stress and Human Capital Production”
Fields: Environmental Economics, Labor Economics, Public Finance
Advisors: Larry Katz, Robert Stavins, Andrei Shleifer, Joseph Aldy

Romanyuk, Gleb (E)
JMP: “Ignorance is Strength: Improving Performance of Decentralized Matching Markets by Limiting Information”
Fields: Microeconomics, Game Theory, Market Design, Industrial Organization
Advisors: Drew Fudenberg, Susan Athey, Tomasz Strzalecki, Greg Lewis

Sokolinski, Stanislav (E)
Fields: Corporate Finance, Entrepreneurship, Contract Theory, Financial Intermediation
Advisors: Andrei Shleifer, Josh Lerner and Jeremy Stein, Nittai Bergman

Stockley, Karen (E)
JMP: “Interpreting Responses to Health Insurance Cost-Sharing: Patient Responses to Deductibles vs Copayments”
Fields: Health Economics, Public Finance
Advisors: David Cutler, Amitabh Chandra, Nathan Hendren

Tai, Mingzhu (BE)
JMP: “House Prices and the Allocation of Consumer Credit”
Fields: Corporate Finance, Consumer Finance, Financial Intermediation, Behavioral Finance, Entrepreneurship, Law and Finance
Advisors: David Scharfstein, John Campbell, David Laibson, Adi Sunderam
Trucco, Laura (E)
JMP: “Broken Cities: The Effect of Government Responsiveness on Citizens’ Participation”
Fields: Development Economics, Political Economy, Applied Theory
Advisors: Asim Khwaja, Alberto Alesina, Michael Kremer, Sendhil Mullainathan

Willis, Jack (E)
Advisors: Michael Kremer, Sendhil Mullainathan, David Laibson

Affiliated Students from other Departments

Harvard School of Public Health

Neprash, Hannah (HP)
JMP: “Better Late than Never? Physician Response to Schedule Disruptions”
Fields: Health Economics, Public Finance
Advisors: David Cutler, Michael Chernew, Michael McWilliams

Harvard Kennedy School

Abel, Martin (PP)
JMP: “The Value of Reference Letters: Experimental Evidence from South Africa”
Fields: Development Economics, Labor Economics, Behavioral Economics
Advisors: Larry Katz, Michael Kremer, Rema Hanna, Asim Khwaja

Quinby, Laura (PP)
JMP: “De-Unionization and the Labor Market for Teachers”
Fields: Labor Economics, Economics of Education, Pension Economics, Political Economy
Advisors: Larry Katz, Jeff Liebman, Josh Goodman